This paper discusses a control method which can stabilize the giant swing motions of 3-link horizontal bar gymnastic robot. A method called Multiple-prediction Delayed Feedback Control(MDFC) proposed by the authors, which has been shown to be effective in control such chaos system, is extended in this paper to experimental gymnastic robot system, taking in account the effect of friction around the link joint. The dynamic of underactuated systems like gymnastic robot shows significant differences in cases of with friction and without friction. However, MDFC considers only the ideal situation without friction. Therefore, a stabilization control method consisting of three kind of control inputs which the one is MDFC for guaranteeing asymptotic stability and the others are used for friction compensation is derived. Numerical simulations and experimental results prove its effectiveness of our proposed method.
Introduction
In recent years, many studies on underactuated systems with fewer control inputs than the number of generalized coordinates have received considerable interest from the view point of the reduction of the weight, energy consumption. Since the underactuated mechanical systems are generally non-integrable, the complete linearization for these systems is difficult. The horizontal bar gymnastic robot, whose first joint is passive and the rest are active, is classified as such an underactuated robot. Open-loop dynamic characteristics of such a linkage as this kind of system with nonholonomic constraints, shows the chaotic nature that even though small differences in initial conditions, the amplitude grows to be a completely different movement for its nonlinearity due to centrifugal force, coriolis force and gravity.
Many researchers have studied such control problem in the past few years and various control strategies have been taken into consideration. Spong (1) - (3) proposed some design techniques combining nonlinear partial feedback linearization with Lyapunov methods based on saturation functions, switching and energy shaping, and then illustrated its application to two and three link underactuated robots. Michitsuji (4) proposed a control method by making use of the analogous control law, which is obtained by Lyapunov based analysis of a 2-input single pendulum. Ono and Yamaura (5) - (7) proposed a feedback control realized by configuration control to follow free giant swing motions which were derived by the optimum trajectory planning method. Hara (8) attempted to make a compact humanoid robot acquire a giant-swing motion without any robotic models by using reinforcement learning. However, there has been shown its complexity when seeking a feedback gain or calculating an accurate target trajectory. Since a generalized control method has not yet been established to this kind of system for the difficulties in analysis, their control problems are challenging.
On the other hand, since Ott, Grebogi, and Yorke (9) pointed out the existence of many unstable periodic orbits (UPOs) embedded in chaotic attractors raises the possibility of using very small external forces to obtain various types of regular behavior, a variety of methods for controlling unstable and chaotic systems have been developed in the past two decades and applied to various systems. Among of them, the delayed feedback control (DFC) method proposed by Pyragas (10) , (11) , has gained widespread acceptance. DFC involves a control input formed from the difference between the current state and the delayed state so that the control signal vanishes when the stabilization of the target orbit is attained.
It is worth mentioning that since friction occurs surely in the actual underactuated robot, considering the effects of friction is essential for practical use. However, there have very few papers to discuss the influence of friction in the past researches on such underactuated robot system. In this paper, a method called Multiple-prediction Delayed Feedback Control(MDFC) (12) , (13) proposed by the authors, which has been shown to be effective in control such chaos system, is extended in this paper to gymnastic robot system, taking in account the effect of friction around the link joint. This paper designs a stabilization control method consisting of three kind of control inputs that the one is MDFC for guaranteeing asymptotic stability and the others are used for friction compensation. The purpose of this study it to realize the giant swing motion of a 3-link gymnastic robot with experimental apparatus. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the experimental apparatus and its analysis model of the three-link horizontal bar gymnastic robot. Section 3 discusses a stabilization control method based on Multiple-prediction Delayed Feedback Control. Meanwhile, in this section a swing-up control method that drives the gymnastic robot from suspended posture to the giant-swing and a acceleration control method that accelerates swing motion to a certain free giant swing motion are also presented. In sections 4 and 5, some numerical simulation and experimental results show the effectiveness of the proposed control method. Finally, the brief conclusions are given in section 6. respectively. The first passive joint corresponding to the human wrist has only an 1000[C/T] encoder, which is not used for the control of the 1st link, but for collecting experimental data. Each of the second and the third link is actuated by an AC servo motor with a rotary 2048[C/T] encoder. Moreover, the motor can be rotated infinitely since its power is provided using slip rings. Motion analysis model shown in Fig.1(b) captures a side view of the experimental apparatus. X,Y,Z-axes denote respectively the horizontal bar, horizontal direction and the vertical direction. Movement is done only in the Y-Z plane with no restrictions in the motion range of each joint. For the ith (i=1,2,3) link, m i is its mass, l i is its length, a i is the distance from joint Vol.5, No.5, 2011 i to its center of mass, I i is the inertia moment around its center of mass, c i and d i represent the coefficient of viscus friction and constant friction. In addition, g denotes the acceleration of gravity. Table 1 shows the kinetic parameters of the robot which were identified by experiments. The equation of motion for generalized coordinates can be represented in the form of
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where,
Here x=(x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) T ∈ R 3 is the the generalized coordinate vector, u=(u 1 , u 2 , u 3 ) T ∈ R 3 is the joint torque vector, and M ∈ R 3×3 , C ∈ R 3×1 , G ∈ R 3×1 denote the inertia matrix, Coriolis matrix, gravitational matrix, respectively. Meanwhile, the variables among the above equations are defined as follows.
Swing-up Control, Accelerating Control and Stabilization Control
As it is known in the past researches that, in order to achieve a periodic giant swing motion, the system must be start from a appropriate initial condition. Therefore, the control process is divided into the following three stages. 
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Swing-up Control
This section discuss the control method in order that the gymnastic robot transfers the state from suspended posture to the upright position. To do this, a swinging control strategy based on parametric-excitation (4) is taken into consideration.
As the dynamical equations for the system are given by Eq. (1), to perform a partial feedback linearization (1) 
where v 2 and v 3 are auxiliary inputs. Here,
With the above technique, the partially linearized equations can be obtained as the following equation.
Let v 2 and v 3 be determined so that each joint angles converge to the desired angles x 2d and x 3d as
where k di and k pi (i = 2, 3) are positive gains and can be designed suitably.
Accelerating Control
In order to make the robot transfer from the swing state to the giant swing, the angular velocity of the 1st link needs to be accelerated. The accelerating control input u acc is consider as the following (14) . Vol.5, No.5, 2011 to the 2nd link is designed to be a constant torque λ [Nm] . Meanwhile, the control target in the interval of II→III, is to make the angle of the 2nd link be zero, while consider the delay of control, the target angle is set to be the same γ as that of III→I.
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Stabilization Control
It is shown that Multiple-prediction Delayed Feedback Control (13) is effective in the control of giant swing motion of gymnastic robot if not consider joint friction. However, it can not be applied directly to the experimental gymnastic robot due to the effect of friction around the link joint. Hence, the stabilization control input needs a modification.
Let y = (ẋ 1 ,ẋ 2 ,ẋ 3 ), x = (x, y). Eq. (1) can be rewritten as follows.
By defining
Eq. (7) becomeṡ
To apply MDFC to such nonholonomic system with friction items as the above equation, it is desirable that f d (x) equals zero with some feedback control input. However, since friction appears also on the underactuated joint, it is not easy to compensate completely for friction using only control input of the active joints. In order to solve this problem, a heuristic method is proposed here. The idea is that the friction compensation u f which could minimize possibly the impact on system caused by friction is obtained using dynamical model, and a signal u a that compensates the remaining friction force by the periodic energy pumping to the system is added to the control signal. This is illustrated in the following stabilization control u stab .
In the above equation, u a is designed to be the same as u acc as shown in Eq.(6) but differs only in parameters. From the MDFC (13) , the stabilization control u d f c can be described as
where k is the discrete time, x(k, i) ∈ R n , K i ∈ R 2×n (i=1,2,...,N; n=6) denote respectively the state errors and the feedback gains. Meanwhile, the friction compensation u f is designed to consist of two parts as follows.
where, Vol.5, No.5, 2011 It is obvious that substituting Eqs. (10) and (12) into Eq.(9), the following equation can be obtained.
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It is desirable that by means of some control input uf , the above equation can be transferred as follows.
Therefore, a relation equation is obtained as the following equation.
Solving the above equation, the friction compensation uf as Eq. (14) can be obtained. Besides, in this case,
where Δ(M) represents the determinant of the matrixM. Introducing the vector variable fd(x) = (0, 0, 0, 0, f d2 , 0) T , Eq.(16) changes intȯ
While fd(x) = 0, the above equation is reduced to be the system model which can be stabilized using MDFC. However, it is difficult to make it be possible with the underactuated control input. Although without the support of a general theory, it is known by numerical analysis in the following section that it can be stabilized with the combination of control input of u a and u d f c . It may be a reasonable explanation that the energy pumped periodically to the system with an appropriate control input u a can compensate the energy loss due to the effect of fd(x).
Numerical Simulations
This section gives a numerical result which was simulated according to the proposed methods. In solving the differential equations, 4th-order Runge-kutta method was used with time step size dt = 5[ms]. See Table 1 for the parameters of the model. The stability of giant swing motion with period T = 0.4[s] was examined.
Firstly, by means of the shooting method, an initial condition was obtained such as x(0) = (−π, 0.0, 0.0, 15.329, −10.634, 0.226) from which, without considering friction, the gymnastic robot can achieve a free giant swing motion with a period of 0.4 second. As it is known Vol.5, No.5, 2011 that, before entering the stabilization control, the swing-up and accelerating control must be conducted ahead to make the system closer to such initial condition.
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In applying the swing-up control method, the gains k pi , k di (i = 1, 2) and the desired angles x 2d , x 3d were chose as shown in Table 2 . Moreover, the parameters which are required in accelerating control method of Eq.(6) were designed as shown in Case(i) of Table 3 . Next, consider the system controlled by the stabilization control described by Eq.(10). In computing u d f c , the feedback gain k i (i = 1, 2, ..., N) was obtained via the MDFC method( (13) ). In addition, N denotes the numbers of Poincaré maps. As mentioned in the MDFC, to decide the number of N, it is better to compare the control performance while changing its value. It was examined with the different N in the set of Ω n = (1, 4, 8, 16, 24, 36) . By assigning the poles of the system matrix A + BK in (0.65 + 0.1i, 0.65 − 0.1i, 0.68 + 0.15i, 0.68 − 0.15i, 0.70 + 0.20i, 0.70−0.20i), the feedback gain K while N = 16 was obtained as Fig.3 where x-axis is the angle of 1st link. The periodic gain curves of the 2nd and 3rd link are drawn in Figs.3(a) and 3(b) respectively. Moreover, K j( j = 1, 2..., 6) represents the mth row and jth( j = 1, 2, ..., 6) column's value of gain matrix K i (i = 1, 2, ..., N) where m = 0 in Fig.3(a) and m = 1 while in Fig.3(b) . Figs.4(d) ∼(e) show that when N exceeds some value, e.g. 16, there is no significant change even to increase its value. However, Fig.4(f) hints that the control input takes Vol.5, No.5, 2011 a relatively longer time to vanish when N exceeds a limited value. It means that it is better to choose an appropriate value of N in order to improve the performance of system motions with control. In the following simulations and experiments, it was chose to be N=16. Besides, while computing u a in Eq.(10), its parameters was chose as shown in Case(ii) of Table 3 . The 20 seconds response of the system under the swing-up control, accelerating control and stabilization control is depicted in Fig.5 , in which Figs.5(a), 5(b) and 5(c) show the time response of the link angle, the angular velocity and the joint torque respectively. From numerical results, when starting with the control of swing-up, the system reached the upright position after 2.65 seconds. From then, the control input was changed into the accelerating control u acc . When the time being t=8.68 [s] , that is, after about 6 seconds starting from the accelerating control, the state of system approached to the desired initial condition. From 8.68 second, the control input was changed to be the stabilization control of u stab . These can be conformed from Fig.5(c) . Moreover, the ingredients of stabilization control input u stab are shown in Fig.6 in which Fig.6(a) plots the detail of u 2 and Fig.6 (b) depicts that of u 3 . The trajectory of the orbits in the phase plane (x,ẋ), which refer to respectively the angle, angular velocity of the link, from t=9[s] till t=20[s] via the stabilization control input u stab are shown in Fig.7 that is a colored 3D contour of time mapped on the bottom plain. The phase portrait of the ith(i = 1, 2, 3) link is shown in (i), (ii), (iii) respectively. Fig.7(a) depicts the trajectory of 9∼17[s] and Fig.7(b) plots that of 17∼20[s]. From Fig.7(b) and Fig.6 , it is obvious that the stable trajectory of the orbits from about 17 second converged closer to a closed curve which means that the system attained a stable state. Vol.5, No.5, 2011 
Experiment Results
In the experiment, a giant swing motion with the same period of 0.4 second as that of simulation is aimed at achieving. The experimental apparatus is shown in Fig.1(a) . Encoder signal of each shaft is imported into a control PC via a counter board. The angular velocity of each joint is derived using a simple difference of location information. Basing on measurement data, the output torque is calculated to be given as a command voltage to the servo motor via a D/A conversion board. Here, the output torque of the servo motor attached in the 2nd joint is limited in -4.5∼+4.5 [Nm] and that of the 3rd joint ranges in -0.5∼+0.5 [Nm] . Meanwhile, the sampling period of discrete-time controller is 5[ms].
The gains k pi , k di (i = 1, 2) and the desired angles x 2d , x 3d in swing-up control were chose as the same as shown in Table 2 . Meanwhile, Table 4 show the parameters used in accelerating control and stabilization control which were determined by trial and error based on the simulation results. These parameters were slightly different from that of simulations because of the modeling errors in analytical models, such as shaft friction. In addition, in stabilization control, the same feedback gain k i (i = 1, 2, ..., N) of MDFC as shown in Fig.3 was chose. Vol.5, No.5, 2011 Fig.9 and Fig.10 show the 30 seconds response of the experimental gymnastic robot which started from the suspended posture and stopped when having attained a stable giant swing motion. After about 7 seconds from start, gymnastic robot reached the upright position. And then, its first link angular velocity was accelerated to be closer to 15[rad/s] by the accelerating control during 7∼13.92 [s] . Similar to the simulations, Figs.9(a), 9(b) and 9(c) show the time response of the link angle, the angular velocity and the joint torque respectively, and the ingredients of stabilization control input u stab are shown in Fig.10 in which Fig.10(a) plots the detail of u 2 and Fig.10 (b) depicts that of u 3 . To conform the periodicity of giant swing motion under the control of stabilization control, the trajectory of the orbits in the phase plane (x,ẋ) from t=14[s] till t=30[s] are drawn in Fig.11 which is also a colored 3D contour of time mapped on the bottom plain. The phase portrait of the ith(i = 1, 2, 3) link is shown in (i), (ii), (iii) respectively. Fig.11(a) imately 0.405 second. It can be understood that the experimental gymnastic robot realized a nearly periodic motion although this giant swing motion is not fully consistent with the target movement. From the above results of simulation and experiment, the validity of the proposed control method have been conformed. Compare Fig.8 to Fig.12 , it can be seen that although the final stable periodic orbit of experiment differs from that of simulation which is considered that this is due to the identification error in simulation analysis model and friction coefficient, both of them attained a stabilized periodic giant swing motion with about the same period of 0.41 second. In addition, these results show also the possibility that gymnastic robot can achieve a stable giant swing motion without a reference trajectory via the proposed control method.
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Conclusion
This paper addressed the giant swing motion control of a three-link experimental gymnastic robot under the joint friction effect. In this paper, Multiple-prediction Delayed Feedback Control which can stabilize the chaotic system via periodic gain was extended to control the actual underactuated robot taking in account the effect of friction around the link joint. However, since only the ideal dynamic model without friction was considered in the original MDFC, MDFC can not be applied directly to control the giant swing motion of the experimental gymnastic robot. Utilizing the dynamics stabilization phenomenon under MDFC, a stabilization control method was designed to be consist of three kind of control inputs which the one was MDFC for guaranteeing asymptotic stability and the others were used for friction Vol.5, No.5, 2011 compensation. Moreover, in order to make the experimental gymnastic robot realize the giant swing motion starting from suspended posture, the swing-up control and accelerating control method were also presented. The validity of the proposed control method was experimentally confirmed based on the numerical analysis results.
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